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WHEAT
All the wheat exchanges opened lower to start the week, but Mpls was able to 
firm while the winter wheat contracts struggled.  Chi and KC did not perform 
well due to weather forecasts that are calling for general soaking rains for 
the Southern Plains late in the week and into the weekend.  Decent rains 
did fall in parts of SD and MT while the eastern edge of MT and western ND 
remain dry.  Technically Chi has traded with losses 6 out of 7 sessions while 
KC has closed lower 7 out of 7, both are getting a bit oversold.  A better than 
expected export shipments estimate for last week helped to limit losses.

On Tuesday wheat opened the overnight session mixed with Mpls higher 
while the winter contracts were lower.  Selling spilled over from Monday’s 
slightly negative Crop Progress report, which showed a 2% increase in 
winter wheat conditions and close to average planting progress for spring 
wheat.  The winter wheat exchanges posted lower closes the past 6 to 7 
straight sessions. This has put the winter wheat exchanges in an oversold 
condition and ready for a technical bounce, which came into play late in the 
session.  Mpls was the best performer with most of the support coming from 
Informa’s 12.4 million acres estimate, which is lower than USDA’s estimate 
of 12.6 million.  Dry weather conditions are adding support as the Southern 
Plains remain dry with little rain in the forecast for the next week to 10 days.  

In Wednesday’s session wheat opened overnight with gains and extended 
session strength early.  Selling did come into play around mid-session 
but Mpls was able to overcome that pressure and hold onto gains.  Mpls 
continues to be the leader in the wheat complex with most of the support 
coming from dry conditions in the Northern Plains and Canada.  Rain is in 
the forecast for the Northern Plains with a majority of the region expected 
to get rain Thursday and Friday.  Technically wheat has posted a couple good 
sessions of gains and is trying to put some weather premium back into the 
market.  A lot will be riding on the end of week rain system.  In world news, 

Russian wheat regions remain wet which in turn is slowing down planting 
progress.  In export news, Taiwan was in and bought 83,350 MT of US wheat.

On Thursday wheat opened the overnight session higher with all three of 
the exchanges opening with strong gains as traders tried to replace some of 
the weather premium that has been pulled out of the market.  Early support 
came from rain events moving across the Northern Plains which has many 
traders thinking the slowdown in planting progress is supportive.  Light 
support also came from weather forecasts pulling rain out of the forecast 
for the Southern Plains.  Traders are also concerned about the dry conditions 
being reported in Australia, Canada, and the Ukraine.  Sept MW support is 
at $6.00 while resistance is at $6.42.

As of May 13, the US winter wheat crop was 45% headed vs 33% last week 
and 53% average.  The crop condition rating improved 2% to 36% g/e, 28% 
fair, and 36% p/vp.  Spring wheat is 58% planted vs 67% average.  Spring 
wheat emergence is at 14% vs 36% average.  27% of the ND’s durum crop 
planted vs 36% average.

Last week’s wheat export shipments pace was estimated at 14.9 MB and 
sales were at 2.3 MB.  After 49 weeks, wheat shipments were at 91% of 
USDA’s expectations (vs 103% last year) while sales were at 95%  (vs 5-year 
average of 99%).  With 3 weeks left in wheat’s export marketing year, 
shipments need to average 25.9 MB and sales need to average 14.3 MB to 
make USDA’s projection of 910 MB.

For the week, July MW was at $6.29 up 24 cents, Sept MW was at $6.3325 
up 21.5 cents, July Chicago was at $5.1825 up 19.5 cents, and July KC was at 
$5.3875 up 20.75 cents.



CORN
Corn started the week by trading with losses but managed to pop and 
close steady to just slightly lower.  Early pressure spilled over from the 
lower wheat complex.  But losses were kept in check by the higher soybean 
complex.  Expectations of slower planting progress due to rain over the 
weekend helped limit selling pressure.  Late session support came from 
news that China is looking at planting less corn (in favor of more soybeans).  
Losses were also trimmed by reports of another hot dry weekend for South 
America, which in turn is resulting in lower production possibilities.  Last 
week’s export shipments were once again above expectations needed to 
make USDA’s projections.

Corn opened steady to slightly lower on Tuesday, lost ground, but then 
slowly and methodically rallied to end the session with decent gains.  
Early selling spilled over Monday’s negative Crop Progress report which 
showed another week of aggressive planting progress.  It seems all the 
news out there for corn is negative: good planting progress, rain in the 
forecast for both the US Corn Belt as well as for Brazil, and reports Informa 
is looking at US corn acres to be closer to 89 million vs USDA’s 88 million.  
But technically, corn slipped to test the 50% retracement level and found 
willing buyers, which stepped in to push corn higher into the close.  Corn 
planting progress has been aggressive in the central to eastern Corn Belt, 
but planting progress continues to lag in the northern Corn Belt.

In Wednesday’s session corn opened the overnight session steady to 
slightly higher and traded with gains throughout the night.  But once the 
day session started, corn turned to trade mixed to mostly lower.  Early 
support continued to come from planting delays in the north as well as 
from dry concerns in the central Corn Belt.  Light support spilled over 
from the higher wheat complex, but the sharply lower soybean complex 
kept a lid on gains and eventually was too much for the bulls to overcome.  
Weather forecasts are calling for welcome rains for both the US central 
Corn Belt and central Brazil.  Ethanol production for last week was up 
18,000 barrels per day at 1.058 million barrels which is 1.7% above the 
previous week and 3% above last year.  Stocks dropped 459,000 barrels 
to 21.51 million, down 2% from the previous week and 8% below last year.  
Ethanol production could start to see an increase as most US plants have 
wrapped up their spring cleanup and should be getting back to operating 
at capacity.  

On Thursday corn opened the overnight with gains overnight but slowly 

faded to close with modest losses.  Early support spilled over from a stronger 
wheat complex.  Light support came from continued production concerns as 
Argentina’s conditions are not improving and the northern regions of the Corn 
Belt will continue to see delayed planting progress due to rain.  This could 
result in switching of acres as we approach the crop insurance final planting 
dates for corn.  A better than expected export sales pace added support as last 
week’s export pace was at the high end of estimates.  World corn stocks were 
at an all-time record 227.5 MMT last year, but for 2018 stocks are estimated 
at just 159 MMT.  It is likely USDA’s May Crop Production report estimated the 
highest ending stocks for corn for 2018.  A slight increase in US feed demand 
coupled with a slight reduction in yield and lower Chinese production (which 
is expected as Chinese farmers switch acres over to soybeans) could put the 
world stocks-to-use below 13%, which would be the lowest level in 45 years.

Dec corn support is at $4.02 while resistance is at $4.23.

As of May 13, 62% of the nation’s corn crop was planted vs 39% last week and 
63% average.  ND is 35% planted vs 44% average.  MN is 40% planted vs 65% 
average.  Emergence is at 28% vs 8% last week and 27% average.    

Last week’s corn export shipments pace was estimated at 61.2 MB and sales 
were at 38.8 MB.  After 36 weeks, corn shipments were at 61% of USDA’s 
expectations (vs 76% last year) while sales were at 93% of expectations (vs 
5-year average 91%).  With 16 weeks left in corn’s export marketing year, 
shipments need to average 53.6 MB and sales need to average 9.6 MB to 
make USDA’s projections of 2.225 BB.

For the week, July corn was at $4.025 up 6 cents.  Dec corn was at $4.2025 
up 5.75 cents.
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SOYBEAN
Soybeans started the week by opening higher and then never looked 
back.  A stronger soybean meal market helped give soybeans strength 
as dry conditions continue to cause issues in Argentina.  Soybeans are 
technically oversold and in need of a correction and today took care 
of some of that.  Improving relations between the US and China added 
support as China’s lead trade ambassador is expected to be in the US 
tomorrow through Saturday working on the trade deal.  Last week’s 
better than expected export shipments pace also added to the support.  
South American soybean farmers are a tale of two cities as Brazil’s 
producers are selling soybeans rapidly while Argentina’s producers are 
reluctant to sell due to lower valued currency.  Weather continues to 
be supportive as South America had a hot, dry weekend, which likely 
resulted in further damage to the Argentina soybean crop. Argentina’s 
soybean harvest is estimated at 57% complete vs 66% average.

In Tuesday’s session soybeans fell throughout the morning, dropping to 
12 cents lower by noon, but then recovered to close 1 to 2 cents higher.  
Soybeans fell lower on the US ambassador to China’s statement that 
the two sides were far from resolving any trade issues. But corn’s late 
rally pulled soybeans higher into the close.  Informa estimates soybean 
acreage at 89.4 million acres, a bit higher than USDA’s current 89 million.  
Soybean planting progress is running 9% ahead of the 5-year average, 
but progress varies greatly by state.  Running ahead of average are IL 
(42% ahead of average), IN (34% ahead) and KS (18% ahead) while the 
northern states are slower than average with MN 26% slower than 
average, ND 9% slower, and SD 18% slower.  NOPA crush for April came 
in at 161 MB, right in line with trade estimates and nearly 16% higher 
than last April.  Soy oil stocks at 2.092 billion pounds were higher than 
the trade’s expected 1.98 billion pounds.

On Wednesday soybeans fell sharply today on pessimism surrounding 
the US/China trade talks as President Trump pushed back after being 
accused of being too soft on China.  Trade issues will be a source of 
volatility for the market for the foreseeable future.  Technically soybeans 
had a very poor close with July closing below $10.00, removing all the 
weather premium from the market.  Losses were also due to rapid 
planting progress and rains in the forecast for the majority of the Corn 
Belt for the weekend.  The stronger US dollar and the collapse of the 
Brazilian real has also been a bearish influence on the market.

Soybeans were several cents higher this morning but then fell and 

closed lower on news that US and Chinese representatives did not come 
to any agreements in this week’s trade talks.  Soybean export sales were 
disappointing at the low end of trade expectations at 10.4 MB.  The last four 
weeks have totaled just 50 MB in sales which is 20% lower than the same 
period last year.  However, USDA did announce a sale of 132,000 MT to an 
unknown destination today.  The Buenos Aires Grain Exchange lowered 
their Argentinian soybean production estimate by 2 MMT to 36 MMT 
(vs. USDA’s current 39 MMT estimate).  There are rumors that Argentina 
plans to import 4 to 5 MMT of soymeal for the 2018/19 marketing year.

Nov soybean support is at $9.85 while resistance is at $10.65. 

As of May 13, soybean planting progress was estimated at 35% vs 15% 
last week and 26% average.  Emergence is at 10% vs 0% last week and 
6% average.

Last week’s soybean export shipments pace was estimated at 25.3 MB 
and sales were at 10.4 MB.  After 36 weeks, soybean shipments were at 
80% of USDA’s expectations (vs 91% last year) while sales were at 99% (vs 
5-year average of 97%).  With 16 weeks left in soybean’s export marketing 
year, shipments need to average 26.3 MB and sales need to average 1.8 
MB to make USDA’s projections of 2.065 BB.

For the week, July soybeans were at $9.985 down 4.75 cents.  Nov 
soybeans were at $10.0825 down 6.0 cents.  July soybean meal was at 
$376.30 down $2.30.
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CATTLE
Cattle traded with sharp losses the first three sessions of the week 
but managed to trim losses slightly on Thursday.   The live cattle 
market started the week off on the wrong foot, starting sharply 
lower and ending limit down.  Fund selling and expectations for 
lower cash started the ball rolling, then technical selling and sell 
stops accelerated the selloff.  Late last week cash bids traded at $122 
to $123.  Last week’s Crop Production report was friendly cattle as 
beef production in the 2nd quarter is only expected to increase 
5% now vs the earlier estimate or 10%.  Production is estimated at 
27.28 billion pounds, 424 million less than projected earlier in the 
year, and now only 4% above last year.  

Cattle continued to lose major ground the next two sessions with 
most of the selling tied to technical pressure.  Fundamentals are 
friendly as slaughter weights are lower, slaughter numbers are only 
showing only small increase in numbers, and boxed beef prices 
remain firm (which is a sign of strong retail demand).  But technically 
this market has issues as funds continue to sell aggressively.  The 
pressure in the futures has resulted in a drop in cash bids this week.  
Offers were at $116, down significantly from last week’s $123 to $124 
and even Monday’s test of $120.  Reports of light cash trade taking 
place at $117 was bearish and sent early buyers to the slide lines.  
The FCE Auction report not sales on the 2586 head offered for sale.

Cattle were able to trim the week’s pressure with most of the support 
tied to technical support.  Light support came from the wide spread 

between cash and futures as even through cash bids have dropped, 
so has futures.  Last week’s export sales pace was strong with sale 
reported at 10,962 MT. 

Feeder cattle took a significant hit this week as well.  Selling pressure 
was due to spill over pressure from the lower fat cattle market.  
Light selling was tied to a mixed grain complex.  Concerns that the 
dry conditions in the south western regions of the US had traders 
worried of increased supplies of cattle coming to town.  Technical 
buying helped to trim the week’s losses late in the week.  

As of May 13, pasture and range conditions were at 43% g/e, 37% fair, 
and 20% p/vp, an improvement of 1% from last week.    For the week, 
June live cattle was at $102.40 down $5.225 while May feeders were 
at $132.225 down $6.20.      
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CANOLA/SUNFLOWER
Canola traded mixed this week starting steady to higher but then 
traded mixed to end the week.  To start the week canola was 
supported by spill over support from a higher US soybean complex.  
Light support came from dry concerns in parts of the Canadian 
Prairies.  A weaker Canadian dollar and light farmer selling helped 
to add strength.  Early week gains were kept in check by weather 
forecasts that are calling for rain for much of the Northern Plains.  
Planting progress has been moving a decent pace due to the recent 
dry conditions. 

Wednesday’s session had canola trading with losses.  Selling was 
tied to a stronger Canadian dollar along with spill over pressure from 
a weaker US soybean complex.  Selling was also tied to forecasts 
calling for rain, as short term forecasts continue to show improving 
chances for rain for late in the week.  Technical selling was also 
noted once July tested its 50-day moving average.

Thursday’s session had canola return to the plus side with strength 

coming from a stronger soybean oil market as well as from a weaker 
Canadian dollar.  Light support came from continued dry conditions 
in western Canada, as forecasted rains were lighter than expected.  
Some traders believe the US/China trade issues are shifting more 
oilseed demand to Canada.  Saskatchewan’s canola seeding is 
estimated at 26% complete.

Thursday’s cash canola bids in Velva were at $18.69 and sunflower 
bids in Fargo were at $17.90.

As of May 13, ND producers had 23% of the states canola crop 
planted vs 7% last week and 34% average.  Emergence is at 1%.

For the week, July canola was up 10 cents at $532.40 while Nov was 
down 70 cents at $518.80.

RECOMMENDATIONS
2016 Corn 2016 Soybeans 2016 Wheat

10% $4.08 5/25/16 15% $9.285 3/29/16 10% $5.05 9/23/16
20% $4.38 6/15/16 15% $9.95 4/20/16 20% $5.89 1/17/17
20% $3.65 1/17/17 20% $11.38 6/15/16 15% $5.65 5/1/17
25% $3.85 6/7/17 25% $10.70 1/17/17 20% $6.05 6/7/17
25% $3.64 2/7/18 25% $10.20 12/6/17 10% $6.35 6/14/17
100% $3.89 ave. 100% $10.39 ave. 75%

2017 Corn 2017 Soybeans 2017 Wheat

15% $3.95 4/13/17 10% $10.15 11/22/16 15% $5.65 5/1/17
10% $4.05 6/7/17          25% $9.93 10/12/17 10% $6.05 6/7/17
25% $3.64 2/7/18 40% $10.20 12/6/17 10% $6.35 6/14/17
15% $4.05 5/1/18 15% $10.35 2/21/18

65% 90% 35%

2018 Corn 2018 Soybeans 2018 Wheat

15% $3.94 2/7/18 15% $10.19 12/6/17

15% $4.06 3/6/18 15% $10.30 2/21/18

10% $4.19 5/1/18 15% $10.44 3/6/18

40% 45% 0%
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CROP INSURANCE

Crop Hail Reminders:

• Generally crop hail coverage goes into effect 2 hours after 
the application or binder has been received by the insurance 
company.

• Most companies offer a 3% to 5% cash discount if premium 
is paid in July.

• Production hail and wind/green snap coverages have sales 
closing deadlines that vary by company.  Contact our office 
for details.

Some Popular Crop Hail Plans:

• Basic - No deductible.  Pays out at the percent of damage.

• DXS5 - 5% deductible.  Catches up (pays like Basic) at 25% 
damage.

• DDA - 10% deductible.  Catches up at 25% damage.

• Comp2 - 5% deductible.  If damage is less than 55%, pays 
(damage percent - 5%) x 2.  If damage is in excess of 55%, 
pays 100%.

• Production Hail - Production hail is designed to be coupled 
with your MPCI policy to cover the portion of the crop left 
unprotected by your MPCI policy.  Sales closing and available 
crops vary by company, but in general you can choose a 
coverage factor of 100% to 120% of your APH yield.  You can 
also choose a lower price percentage to lower the premium.
You must have a hail loss to collect.  Payment will be the lesser 
of the appraised hail loss or the actual harvested production.  

@MartinsonAg

This material has been prepared by a sales or trading employee or agent of Martinson Ag Risk Management LLC. and is, or is in the nature of, a solicitation. This material is not a research report prepared by Martinson Ag Risk Management’s Research Department. By accepting this communication, you agree that you 

are an experienced user of the futures markets, capable of making independent trading decisions, and agree that you are not, and will not, rely solely on this communication in making trading decisions.  DISTRIBUTION IN SOME JURISDICTIONS MAY BE PROHIBITED OR RESTRICTED BY LAW. PERSONS IN POSSESSION 

OF THIS COMMUNICATION INDIRECTLY SHOULD INFORM THEMSELVES ABOUT AND OBSERVE ANY SUCH PROHIBITION OR RESTRICTIONS. TO THE EXTENT THAT YOU HAVE RECEIVED THIS COMMUNICATION INDIRECTLY AND SOLICITATIONS ARE PROHIBITED IN YOUR JURISDICTION WITHOUT REGISTRATION, THE 

MARKET COMMENTARY IN THIS COMMUNICATION SHOULD NOT BE CONSIDERED A SOLICITATION. The risk of loss in trading futures and/or options is substantial and each investor and/or trader must consider whether this is a suitable investment. Past performance, whether actual or indicated by simulated 

historical tests of strategies, is not indicative of future results. Trading advice is based on information taken from trades and statistical services and other sources that Martinson Ag Risk Management believes are reliable. We do not guarantee that such information is accurate or complete and it should not be relied 

upon as such. Trading advice reflects our good faith judgment at a specific time and is subject to change without notice. There is no guarantee that the advice we give will result in profitable trades.

Final Planting Dates:

For most crops, your guarantee drops 1% for each day past the 
final planting date and the late planting period lasts for 25 days.

The following pages contain final planting date maps for MN, ND, 
and SD for corn, spring wheat and durum.

For soybeans - June 10 is the final planting date for all counties in 
MN, ND, and SD.

For maps for other crops - see our website martinsonag.com.

Replant Rules:

To receive a replant payment:

• Must be allowed by the crop provisions.

• Must be buy-up coverage (no replants on CAT).

• Must have planted the crop after the initial planting date.

• Must be practical to replant.  In general, you will be required 
to replant the first 10 days of the late planting period.

• The acreage to be replanted must be at least the lesser of 
20 acres or 20% of the insured planted acreage of the unit.

• Must have consent of the adjuster to replant.  If you replant 
a crop without adjuster permission you will NOT receive 
a replant payment.

@Martinson_Ag
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Spring Wheat Final Planting Dates 
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